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Abstract: The aggrandized idolization of vehicles with wireless interface has hoist new demands for the efficient
discovery of services in Vehicular Mesh (VMesh) milieu. In this paper, an integration of 3G and VMesh milieu
is initiated. We also propose a Potent Gateway Selection Algorithm (PGSA). PGSA selects a gateway based on
the different relevant metrics for proficient routing in the 3G-VMesh milieu. The simulations are carried out using
NS2 and the performance of PGSA are evaluated in terms of the packet delivery ratio, end-to-end delay, average
response time and packet collision ratio.
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INTRODUCTION milieu and 3G network interfaces, as they lie in two diverse

The upsurge in the growth of newfangled choose an optimal gateway using different relevant
applications and services in a vehicular network has metrics.
fascinated unique attention from the research community
[1-7]. The vehicular network is pervasive, ubiquitous and Related Works: The proficient gateway selection in the
infrastructure-free without any centralized authority [8], 3G-VMesh milieu is still in infancy. The existing research
[9], [10]. A wireless mesh network is a multi-hop mainly spotlights on static gateways, set out on the
communication network in which the nodes are self- roadside at fixed distances from each other, depending on
organized (i.e., Without the necessity of a central their transmission range, which makes the overall system
coordinator) [11]. VMesh is a hybrid network, which deployment costly. Additionally, as these gateways are
combines the features of vehicular ad hoc network and fixed, the routing and discovery mechanisms are mainly
wireless mesh network. VMesh generates a loop among pro-active. Though pro-active routing mechanisms reduce
the moving vehicle. In the loop we can add, update or delay, they increase the signaling overhead and require
remove nodes (vehicles). IEEE 802.11p is the standards for frequent changes in the pre-defined routing tables of
Wireless Access for Vehicular Environments (WAVE). vehicles. Manoharanan et al. proposed adaptive gateway
Universal  Mobile Telecommunication Systems (UMTS)- management  mechanism  for  multi-hop B3G networks.
3G cellular networks, are pre-dominantly used to access The adaptive gateway management mechanism picks the
the global server via Base Station Transceiver (BST). In gateway based on residual energy, UMTS signal strength
this paper, an integration of VMesh milieu and 3G and mobility speed of the gateway candidates in an
networks using vehicle gateways introduced. By integrated MANET-UMTS heterogeneous network [12].
amalgamating the VMesh with UMTS using vehicle Javaid et.al proposed an adaptive distributed gateway
gateways, high data rate can be coupled with wide-range discovery mechanism for hybrid wireless networks is
of communication at reasonable rates and with the bare introduced, it combines both the proactive and reactive
minimum investment in the network technology. The main methods [13]. Abderrahim et.al proposed an architecture
contribution of this paper is to amalgamate the VMesh in  which  vehicles  are dynamically clustered according to

spectrum regions. Then the subsequent confront is to
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Fig. 1: Integrated 3G -VMesh Milieu

different related metrics such as, direction of vehicles, (RNC) [14].  The  gateway accesses the UMTS network
UMTS Received Signal Strength and inter vehicular via the BS using the Universal Terrestrial Radio Access
distance [14]. However, cluster mechanism leads to Network (UTRAN) interface. The UMTS network is
confusion in electing the cluster head and it will increases connected  to  the external IP networks through GGSN.
the protocol overhead. And in addition fixing gateway The GGSN is responsible for converting circuit-switched
candidate process are complex which results in delay in data, if any, from the external networks, into packet-
gateway discovery mechanism. In summary, existing switched data. SGSN is responsible for routing data
methodologies have arguments for a fewer number of packets to the correct RNC from GGSN and viceversa.
performance factors, by ignoring a majority of factors Vehicle coverage area is the area where an arbitrary
such as delay, scalability, reliability and average response vehicle IEEE 802.11p interface connect to the mesh
time. topology.

Proposed Potent Gateway Selection Algorithm for Gateway Selection: The main purpose of gateway
Integrated 3G -VMesh Milieu selection in 3G-VMesh milieu is to permit only a minimum
Integrated 3G - VMesh Milieu: As illustrated in Fig. 1, number of gateways to commune with the UMTS network.
VMesh-3G milieu comprises of IEEE 802.11p based Certainly, if all vehicles in 3G-VMesh milieu directly
vehicles, Base Station (BS) and UMTS network communicate with the UMTS network, it results in a
components.  The  UMTS network components are bottleneck at the BS. In proposed PGSA the gateway is
Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN), Gateway GPRS selected based on the metrics such as UMTS received
Support Node (GGSN) and Radio Network Controller signal strength and mobility speed.
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As illustrated in Algorithm 1, the steps to be followed Step 2: Acquire UMTS Received Signal Strength and
in PGSA are, Mobility Speed for each neighbor vehicle in the

Manuever 1: Optimal Gateway Selection Step 3: Calculates fitness value of gateway selection by,
An ingress vehicle (service requester vehicle)

dynamically scans for the neighbor vehicles in the
coverage area. Then the ingress vehicle will send the
beacon message to the neighbor vehicles (NV) in the
coverage area and get the up-to-the-minute information of
UMTS received signal strength and mobility speed for
each neighbor vehicle, received from periodical beacon
messages and calculates ‘fv(GS)’. If an ingress vehicle
does not receive beacon messages from the neighbor
vehicle during a certain time period, then the link is
considered down. The neighbor vehicle is discarded. 

The fitness value (fv) for gateway selcection (GS) is
computed by,

fv(GS) = URSS / MS n,n=1,2,3,….,g (1)

where, ‘URSS’ is the UMTS Received Signal Strength, ingress vehicle will transmit the request to the on hand
‘MS’ is the Mobility Speed and ‘g’ is the maximum gateway, else goto maneuver 1.
number of neighbor vehicle in the coverage area of the
ingress vehicle. Performance Evaluation: The proposed PGSA is

The neighbor vehicle which has the highest fitness implemented in the Network Simulator NS2.33. The
value is chosen as the optimal gateway. The optimal performance of PGSA and Clustering-based Multi-metric
gateway activates its 3G UTRAN interface in order to adaptive mobile Gateway Management mechanism
communicate with the UMTS base station. The request (CMGM) are evaluated interms of packet delivery ratio,
from the ingress vehicle is transmitted via optimal end-end delay and average response time, defined as
gateway to the base station. follows,

Manuever 2: Gateway Broadcast Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR): PDR is defined as the ratio
The chosen optimal gateway broadcasts periodic gateway of number of packets received to the number of packets
advertisement messages within its coverage area for TTL sent. As expressed in Eq. 2, PDR is calculated by,
value.

Manuever 3: Selecting Existing Gateway packets sent)
The new ingress vehicle checks for an on hand gateway (2)
in its coverage area. If there is a gateway in its coverage
area, the ingress vehicle will transmit the request via End-to-End Delay (EED): The time taken to send and
gateway to the base station else go to maneuver 1. receives the services between the ingress vehicle and

Algorithm 1: PGSA successfully delivered to destinations are counted. The
Source: Ingress Vehicle Destination: Gateway lower value of the end to end delay means better

Manuever 1: Optimal Gateway Selection calculated by,
Step 1: The ingress vehicle scans for the neighbor
vehicle in the coverage area EED = Td - Ts (3)

coverage area

fv(GS) = URSS / MS n,n=1,2,3,….,g
Step 4: The neighbor vehicle which has the highest
fitness value is chosen as the optimal gateway.
Step 5: The chosen optimal gateway activates its 3G
UTRAN interface in order to communicate with the
UMTS base station.
Step 6: The request from the ingress vehicle is
transmitted via optimal gateway to the base station.
Manuever 2: Gateway Broadcast
The optimal gateway, broadcasts periodic gateway
advertisement messages within its coverage area for TTL
value.
Manuever 3: Selecting Existing Gateway
Step 6: The new ingress vehicle checks for an on hand
gateway in the coverage area
Step : If there is a gateway in the coverage area, the new

PDR =  (Number of packets received) /  (Number of

global server is known as EED. Only the data packets that

performance of the protocol. As expressed in Eq.3, EED is
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Fig. 2: PDR

Fig. 3: EED

Fig. 4: ART
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where, ‘Td’ is the time at which the first data packet is REFERENCES
received by destination and ‘Ts’ is the time at which the
first packet is transmitted by the source.

Average Response Time (ART): ART defines the average
time of successful request transactions. It measures the
elapsed time for obtaining a valid service reply in
response to a service request sent by a vehicle.

As shown in Fig. 2, PDR of CMGM and PGSA
decreases when the number of request increases. Higher
density causes more network topology changes and more
link fails and thereby PDR decreases accordingly. In
CMGM, electing the cluster head will create confusion
and leads to protocol overhead. As PGSA is clusterless
and the optimal gateway is selected based on highest
fitness value, the PDR of the PGSA outperforms the
CMGM. As depicted in Fig. 3, the EED of CMGM and
PGSA increases when the number of request increases.
Higher velocity and density generates more network
topology changes and more delay. Therefore, the
frequency of route discovery increases; that results in
increased EDD. As in PGSA only optimal gateway is
elected whereas in CMGM cluster head and gateway has
to be elected, it consume time. Thus the EED of the PGSA
outperforms the CMGM. As depicted in Fig. 4, the ART
of the CMGM and PGSA increases when the number of
request increases. The elected gateway, sends the
gateway advertisement to the neighbor vehicle in its
coverage area for TTL value. Subsequently if already
optimal gateway exist in the coverage area of the new
ingress vehicle, there is no need to elect new gateway.
The new ingress vehicle service request will transmit via
the on hand optimal gateway. Thus the ART of the PGSA
outperforms the CMGM.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we initiate an architecture that
amalgamates 3G with VMesh networks. In this
architecture, a minimum number of gateways is selected,
per  time  instance,  to  connect normal vehicles with the
3G network. The received signal strength and mobility
speed  is  consider  for  selecting  an  optimal  gateway.
The simulation results show that PGBA performs better in
terms of packet delivery ratio, end-to-end delay, average
response time and packet collision ratio. Even though the
presented outcome of PGSA is very promising, there are
various problem we crave to address in prospect work are
noise interference and security in the milieu. Finally, we
are planning for out-of-door test using real vehicles in
order to validate the simulation result.
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